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Part A: Introduction  
 

Background  

This part of the Delegations Manual Register presents introductory and background information for the Delegations Manual Register including reference to delegation principles which are contained in the Delegations Policy.     

This document is the Delegations Manual Register for Auckland Transport (the ManualRegister). The purpose of this Manual Register is to set out Auckland Transport's (AT) delegations given to officers in relation to certain 

administrative and financial matters, AT's statutory duties, responsibilities and powers. The Manual Register is structured in 8 parts:  

  

Part A: INTRODUCTION  Part A contains introductory and background information for the Delegations Manual Register including reference to delegation 

principles which are contained in the Delegations Policy.  

  

Part B: DELEGATIONS POLICY  Part B contains the Delegations Policy which outlines AT’s overarching delegations’ principles.  
  

Part C: BOARD DELEGATION TO THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE  Part C contains the Board’s delegation of duties, functions and powers to the Chief Executive.  
  

Part D: FINANCIAL DELEGATIONS TO AUCKLAND TRANSPORT EMPLOYEES  Part D contains the Chief Executive’s financial delegations to AT employees.  These include limits relating to operating expenditure, 

capital expenditure within approved budgets, capital expenditure additional to approved budgets and contingency expenditure and other 

authority and procedures relating to other financial and accounting matters.  

  

Part E: DELEGATIONS OF OPERATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES, DUTIES, 
FUNCTIONS AND POWERS TO AUCKLAND TRANSPORT EMPLOYEES  

Part E contains the Chief Executive’s non-financial delegations to AT employees including: general administrative delegations relating to 

human resource matters, the release of information, and legal proceedings; and regulatory delegations relating to AT's functions, duties 

and powers under various legislation.  

  

  

Part F: DELEGATIONS RELATING TO THE TRAFFIC CONTROL COMMITTEE  Part F contains the Board’s delegations to the Traffic Control Committee and the Chief Executive’s appointment/variation of Traffic Control 
Committee members.  

  

Part G: DELEGATIONS BETWEEN AUCKLAND TRANSPORT AND AUCKLAND 
COUNCIL  

  

Part G contains various delegations between Auckland Transport and Auckland Council as follows:  
• Auckland Transport Board delegation to Auckland Council in relation to street trading and other activities in public places  
• Auckland Council delegation to Auckland Transport in relation to parking of vehicles off a roadway  
• Auckland Council delegation Auckland Transport in relation to the Public Works Act 1981  
• Auckland Council delegation to Auckland Transport General Counsel in relation to notice to acquire land  
• Auckland Council delegations to Auckland Transport in relation to Maritime Functions (Harbourmaster)  
• Auckland Council delegations to Auckland Transport in relation to off-street parking  
  

Part H: OTHER DELEGATIONS  Part H contains other delegations as follows:  

• Chief Executive’s delegation in relation to Auckland Joint Modelling Centre (JMAC)    

  

Delegations Policy   
Delegation is the giving of authority to exercise a responsibility, duty, function or power by one party (the Delegator) to another party (the Delegate). For the purposes of administrative efficiency and expediency when conducting its 

day-to-day business, the Board delegates certain statutory duties, responsibilities and powers to the Chief Executive. Likewise, the Chief Executive delegates certain duties and responsibilities to AT staff. These delegations are a 

necessary operational requirement to promote effective and expeditious decision-making. Delegations avoid administrative delays and inefficiencies that might otherwise occur if all matters must be referred to the Board or Chief 

Executive every time a decision needs to be made.   
  
The Delegations Policy sets out the principles and parameters for the exercise of all delegations (financial & non-financial) by AT employees. The Board or Chief Executive in their determination as to duties, responsibilities and powers 

to be delegated will have regard to the principles outlined in the Delegations Policy. In the exercise of any delegation, the delegate (i.e. the person given the delegation) must comply with the principles and general delegation terms and 

conditions, which are outlined in the Delegations Policy.  
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Reviews and updates of the Delegations Register 
The Delegations Register is a living document and it will be reviewed periodically and when legislative change requires amendments. The Register has been developed to record all current delegations made by the Board or Chief 

Executive. The general terms and conditions of this Delegations Register provides that a responsibility, duty or power delegated to an officer holding a named position is also delegated to any officer who performs or exercises the 

same or substantially similar role or function, whatever the name of his or her position. Any changes in position names must be approved by the Chief Executive and this Register will be updated accordingly. The Chief Executive may 

authorise changes and updates to any Chief Executive delegations or matters which he or she has sub-delegated.   
  

Delegations Framework  
  

The diagram below provides an overview of AT's Delegations Framework for delegations within AT.  
   

AT’s Delegations Framework for Employees  

 

Other AT policies (such as Procurement and HR policies) and various legislation contribute to Delegation requirements 

 

 

Delegations Policy 

 

 

Board Delegations to Chief Executive  

 

 

Chief Executive Delegations to AT Employees  

  

 

  

Delegations Register 

Financial Delegations  

  
 Non-financial Delegations  
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Part B: Delegations Policy  
 

Introduction  

Delegations are essential to Auckland Transport (AT) being able to perform its functions and operate effectively and efficiently. The Board may delegate AT’s powers, responsibilities, duties and functions to committees or persons, or 

to Auckland Council (with some specific exceptions). The Board delegates all operational powers to the Chief Executive who then sub-delegates those powers to AT employees. The Board remains liable and legally responsible for the 

performance of any function or duty of AT that it delegates.  

Ensuring that AT employees clearly understand the nature and limits of their delegated powers and how to exercise them appropriately is critical to managing AT’s legal, financial and reputational risk. This policy sets out principles and 

parameters for the exercise of all delegations by AT employees. It covers financial delegations as well as non-financial delegations. It also supports the central management of delegations within AT.  

Purpose   

The overarching intention of the policy is to clarify accountability and responsibility for the day-to-day operation of AT. The policy outlines the delegations principles that:  

• Provide a framework for the making and exercising of delegations within AT to support sound, efficient and effective decision making;  

• Ensure that delegations within AT are made and exercised in accordance with law;  

• Provide a consistent set of principles for both financial and non-financial delegations;  

• Ensure that delegations are exercised as intended by the Board;  

• Provide clarity and guidance to all AT staff on the limits of delegated authority;  

• Support the central management of delegations within AT.  

The policy also:  

• Establishes the levels of authority delegated to duly appointed AT office holders and staff;   

• Ensures that there is a set of clear and unambiguous directions in the matters of authorisations and quantification of expenditure, personnel matters and general business matters encountered by AT on a day-to-day basis; 

and  

• Facilitates compliance with relevant directions from Auckland Council and other stakeholders.  

Scope  

These delegations cover:  

• AT operational activities and expenditure;   

• Capital programs and expenditure;   

• Human resource and other administrative delegations; and  

• Regulatory delegations.  

All delegations (whether financial or non-financial) from the Board or Chief Executive to any person within AT must be made and exercised in accordance with principles and limits outlined in this Policy.   

Delegation policy principles and limits apply to:  

• AT Board Directors;  

• All AT employees;   

• AT representatives:  

- Contractors & consultants  

- Agency temps (in accordance with the terms of their supplier agreement with AT)  

- Staff on secondment from other organisations/agencies  

- Volunteers  
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Policy Principles   

The following principles apply to all delegations (financial and non-financial) made by the Board or Chief Executive to any person within AT:  

Making Delegations   

• Delegations are made to roles, not to individuals in their personal capacity and automatically apply to the person appointed to that role. No additional documentation is required beyond acceptance of the employment 

agreement for the role. The delegations follow a one-up and tiered approach.   

• It may be necessary for someone to exercise a delegation when the holder is on leave. This is achieved by appointing nominating someone to act in the role temporarily using the approved process (including any time 

periods).  Delegations may only be sub-delegated down one level.  By acting in that role, they will then assume the powers and responsibilities that go with that position.  If someone is not being nominated or appointed to the 

role temporarily, then the delegation should be made to a peer who holds the same level of DFA, orwill be held by thedelegated to the one-up manager of the original holder.  It is the responsibility of the original holder to 

ensure any temporary delegations are given to someone who is suitably qualified. 

• If a staff member is appointed to act temporarily in a role above their usual tier, their direct reports retain their existing tier status.  For example, if a Tier 5 staff member is reporting to a Tier 3 staff member temporarily (for 

whatever reason), their Tier 5 status and authority remains unchanged.  

• Delegations will only be held by AT employees. This will include inward secondees from other organisations who are bound to AT’s Code of Conduct via a valid secondment agreement and who are therefore employees of AT 

in substance. It will also include fixed term employees.   

• Contractors and consultants may not hold, or exercise delegated authority, however they are still bound by the policy and these principles.  

• Delegations to roles that are subsequently disestablished or changed may be exercised by a person in any replacement role that is substantially equivalent to the original role.  

• Unless specifically time-limited, a delegation will continue in force until revoked or varied by the Delegator or the Board.  

• Powers that are only exercisable by resolution will not be delegated to individual roles (such powers may only be delegated to committees).  

• Delegates will not sub-delegate any powers, functions, responsibilities or duties that have been delegated to them by the Chief Executive.  

• The delegation of financial powers enables AT’s work and service objectives as set out in the Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP) and Annual Plan to be achieved. All business expenditure should be exercised within the 

framework set out in the Chief Executive’s Financial Delegations to Auckland Transport Employees.  

• Financial delegations will refer to both a financial (dollar) value and the purpose or scope of the relevant expenditure.  

• Delegated financial limits will be GST exclusive unless expressly specified otherwise.  

• Managers may impose limits below the maximum delegated financial limits for positions that report to them. Managers must advise affected Delegates in writing of any such imposed limits.   

Exercising Delegations  

• Staff who hold delegated authority are expected to exercise the powers, authorities, duties or functions delegated to them in a responsible, efficient, consistent and cost-effective manner, in accordance with AT’s Code of 

Conduct, policies and applicable legislation.  

• Staff who hold delegated authority have a reciprocal obligation to keep their manager and key members of the organisation informed of delegations exercised.  

• Delegates will be individually responsible for the exercise of the powers, functions, responsibilities or duties that have been delegated to them.  

• A delegation may be exercised by a person lawfully acting in the role holding the delegation.   

• When a Delegate is exercising a delegation in an acting capacity, this will be expressly stated.  

• Delegations are also held and may be exercised by persons holding more senior roles in the Delegate’s direct reporting line.  

• Where there is any ambiguity between the wording of a legislative function and the delegation of that function, the wording of the legislation will prevail. A delegation made under legislation that is subsequently repealed will be 

read as a delegation made, with or without modification, under any replacement or corresponding legislation.  

• Financial delegations may only be exercised by individual Delegates.  Committees and other groups of people may not exercise financial delegations.  

For example:  A decision by a Project Control Group (PCG) is an endorsement but an employee holding a delegated financial authority must still make the decision. The accountability for the decision sits with the manager exercising the delegation.   

  

• Financial delegations may only be exercised within approved and available funds contained in the Board approved Annual Plan (or reforecast) or Regional Land Transport Plan (for multi-year commitments).  

For example: Prior to deciding to award a contract which is binding in future years, the DFA must follow applicable processes to obtain confirmation that funding for future years will be available.  

  

• Financial delegations can only be exercised for budgets for which the person exercising the delegation is responsible.   

For example: Inclusion of a capital project in a Board approved Annual Plan (or reforecast) or Regional Land Transport Plan (for multi-year commitments) is not approval of the capital project nor approval for the use of the budget held for that 

specific capital project.   

  

• Projects must be approved prior to any financial delegations being exercised in relation to the delivery of the project or program. For roading projects involving new or changed traffic controls there must be Traffic 

Control Committee resolutions to approve those controls prior to financial delegations being exercised to start construction.  
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• Financial delegations will be exercised at the first point at which AT becomes committed to spending.  

For example:  
• the creation of a contract; or placing a purchase order requires the exercise of a delegated financial authority; or  
• placing a subsequent order against an already approved contract; or  
• approving an invoice for payment where no prior approval for the expenditure exists.  

  

• The entire value of the financial decision, including past decisions and contingency costs, must fall within the delegated financial limit. If the actual value of the decision is not known at the outset, then the most likely value 

must be used.  
For example:  

• a decision to send an employee to a 2-day course in another city will be the total value of course fees, air fares, accommodation, meals and other costs, not a separate set of decisions each of lesser value;  
• this also means that once a delegation holder has approved attendance at the course, subsequent approvals of course fees and travel do not require a delegation holder; they are simply administrative functions giving effect to an existing 

decision;  
• a decision to enter into a contract for $100,000 per annum for 5 years is a $500,000 decision;  
• a decision to extend an $800,000 contract by a further $400,000 is $1,200,000 decision;  
• where the full value is not known at the start of an engagement (e.g. employing a contractor at an hourly rate to complete a piece of work) the most likely value should be used. This should be evident from the business case.  

  

• The purpose or scope of the expenditure will be evidenced by an approved business case, a procurement plan, a draft contract, or, for lower value items, a purchase order.  

• Financial delegations may only be exercised following any specified conditions of the delegation (for example, quality assurance requirements such as pre-approval by Procurement) being satisfied.  

• Financial delegations may not be split, shared or exercised jointly.  

• Any exercise of a financial delegation will be recorded in writing.  

• No Delegate may:  

- Approve self-related matters (e.g. authorise expenditure or expenditure reimbursement to themselves, certify their own timesheets, authorise their own higher duty allowance, overtime or annual or long service leave);  

- Approve matters that are for a staff member for whom the Delegate has no responsibility unless the authority is otherwise specifically delegated for administrative purposes; and  

- Split items or orders to bring them within any limit of their position’s administrative responsibility/ or to avoid purchasing requirements e.g. three (3) quotes for purchases over $50,000 (Incl. GST).  

• The authorising person for the above, and other matters of a like nature, shall be a more senior member of staff unless otherwise specifically delegated for administrative purposes.  

  

Mandatory Quality Assurance  

For some decisions a mandatory quality assurance is required. This may be prior approval required from Legal, Procurement, the Executive General Manager FinanceChief Financial Officer or the Executive General Manager Culture & 

TransformationDirector People & Performance. Project Control Groups (PCG’s) may also insist on reviewing decisions prior to being made. There is a formal requirement for the Engineer to a Contract to certify work. These 

mechanisms do not absolve the Delegate from responsibility for the exercise of a delegation. They are however mandatory steps for the Delegate to fulfil prior to exercising any decision.   

  

Compliance  

Guidance on how to apply the principles of this policy can be sought from the Executive General Group Manager Finance or the Legal Services team or by emailing delegations@at.govt.nz. Where a breach of this Policy is suspected 

or has occurred this must be reported to the responsible Executive General ManagerELT Director, Executive General Manager FinanceChief Financial Officer and Executive General Manager Risk and AssuranceHead of Risk & Legal 

and, where relevant the Risk & Assurance Legal Investigation team. The breach must be reported to the next Finance and Assurance Committee meeting or immediately to Directors Chair of the Board if the breach is significant.  
  

Failure to comply with this Policy may be misconduct or serious misconduct in terms of AT’s Code of Conduct and may result in an employment investigation in addition to any other review as to the cause of any compliance failure. 

The placement of electronic signatures on documents to signify approval must only occur with the express permission of the delegated financial authority holder relating to the decision being made.  Internal Audit should include 

compliance testing of this policy and delegation limits in its annual work program.   
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Definitions  

Term  Definition   

Delegation  Giving of authority to exercise a responsibility, duty, function or power by one party (the Delegator) to another party (the Delegate).  

Delegator  Person, body or entity who delegates a responsibility, function, duty or power to another person, body or entity  

Delegate  Person who is delegated a responsibility, function, duty or power  

Delegations Manual  Centrally managed manual containing AT’s Delegations Policy and active (non-revoked) delegations within AT and between AT and external parties  

  

Roles and Responsibilities  
Role  Responsibility  

AT Board  •  Actively review and direct the overall strategy, policies and delegations of AT, including this policy and the internal delegations it applies to.   

Finance and Assurance 
Committee  

• Review and recommend to the AT Board changes to the policy and delegations.   
• Monitor compliance activity.   

Chief Executive  • Actively review any delegations that he or she has made, including those that this policy applies to.   
• Accountable to the Board for the performance of any functions, duties, responsibilities or powers that he or she has delegated under authority from the Board.  

Executive Leadership 
Team (ELT) 

• Implement this policy across their business areas and make available the appropriate resources to do so.   
• Consider any concerns raised by managers regarding delegations and respond as appropriate.   

Delegates  Delegates must:  
• ensure that any financial expenditure associated with the exercise of powers or functions is authorised in accordance with the principles applying to financial delegations where applicable;  
 seek appropriate advice if they are unsure about their delegated powers or functions;  
• act in accordance with AT’s policies and procedures in exercising their delegations.  

Managers  • Ensure that their direct reports are appropriately trained to exercise their delegations;  
• Ensure that their direct reports are aware of this policy and supporting them to comply with it.   
• Provide guidance on the exercise of delegations to staff when requested.  
• Escalate concerns or issues regarding this policy, or the exercise of delegations under it, to the ELT.  

Executive General 
Manager FinanceChief 
Financial Officer  

•  Review and approve any proposals for new financial delegations or variations to existing delegations.  

General Counsel  •  Review and approve any proposals for new non-financial delegations, or variations to existing delegations.  

Legal Services team  • Maintain a record of all executed delegation instruments  
• Update the Delegations Policy and/or delegations instruments when required.   
• Provide guidance to staff on the exercise of delegations when requested.  

All Employees and 
Representatives  

• Adherence and compliance with this policy and related procedures.  
• Individually responsible for the exercise of any delegations they hold, regardless of endorsement or agreement from others.  
• Guidance on this policy and the exercise of non-financial delegations should be sought in the first instance from managers and then from Legal Services.  
• Guidance on the exercise of financial delegations should be sought in the first instance from managers and then the Group Manager Finance, the Legal Team or delegations@at.govt.nz or 

Executive General Manager Finance  as necessary.  
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Supporting Information   

Legislative compliance  

This Policy supports Auckland Transport’s compliance with the following legislation:  

• Local Government (Auckland Council) Act 2009 
• any other legislation referred to in this policy or schedules 

 

Supporting documents 
These are Procedures, Standards and Guidelines that directly 

support this Policy.  

 

• AT Code of Conduct Policy  
• Procurement Policy, Expenditure Policy and Guidelines, and related finance policies 
 

Related documents  
These are documents that relate to, but do not directly support, this  
Policy. This may include other Auckland Transport Policies,  
Procedures and Guidelines, or external materials such as regulatory 
codes and standards.   

  

• Enterprise Project Management Framework 

• Effective Governance Framework 

• Procurement frameworks 

  

 

Approval & Review   

Policy Owners: Executive General Manager FinanceChief Financial Officer & Executive General Manager Risk & AssuranceHead of Risk & Legal    
 

Policy Contacts: Group Manager Finance & Legal Counsel – Public Law  
 

 
Endorsed by:   Approved by:  

    

    

    

    
Chief Executive  Auckland Transport Board  
  

Approval date:  26 March 2024 

Effective date: 26 August 20221 March April 2024  Next review date: 30 October 20246  

AT reserves the right to review, amend or add to this policy at any time upon reasonable notice to employees and representatives.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://aucklandtransport.sharepoint.com/sites/engineroom/policies/Documents/Code-of-Conduct-Policy.pdf
https://aucklandtransport.sharepoint.com/sites/engineroom/policies/Documents/Policy-Finance-Procurement.pdf
https://aucklandtransport.sharepoint.com/sites/engineroom/policies/Documents/Policy-Finance-Expenditure.pdf
https://aucklandtransport.sharepoint.com/sites/engineroom/policies/Documents/Guidelines-Finance-Expenditure.pdf
https://aucklandtransport.sharepoint.com/sites/NewPMO/SitePages/PM%20101.aspx
https://aucklandtransport.sharepoint.com/sites/NewPMO/SitePages/Effective%20Governance.aspx
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Part C: Board Delegation to the Chief Executive   
 

  

ATD 20222024/01: BOARD DELEGATION TO THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE  

PURSUANT TO section 54 of the Local Government (Auckland Council) Act 2009, the Board of Auckland Transport:  

DELEGATES to the Chief Executive of Auckland Transport all its statutory and operational responsibilities, duties, functions and powers except:  

a. the power to approve or adopt any policy or program that the Board is required to consult on using the special consultative procedure; and  

b. the power to approve or adopt a regional land transport plan or a regional public transport plan under the Land Transport Management Act 2003; and   

c. the power to make a bylaw under any enactment referred to in section 46(1) of the Local Government (Auckland Council) Act 2009 (“LGACA”) and  

d. the power to borrow money (including extending credit beyond normal commercial terms) or the power to purchase or dispose of any strategic assets of Auckland Transport; and  

d.e. e. any duty to appoint a chief executive officer:  

  

SUBJECT TO the financial limits and conditions set out in Schedule 1 and the following conditions, limitations and prohibitions:  

1. Board approval is required for:  

a. any proposal that might reasonably be foreseen to attract significant adverse publicity, reputational risk, or risk of legal action; and  

b. any proposal that materially changes the scope of items previously approved by the Board;.  

c. Auckland Transport’s Annual Plan  

d. Auckland Transport’s Annual Report; 

e. Auckland Transport's Statement of Intent 

f. the remuneration of any fixed term or permanent employee that is a direct report of the Chief Executive; and 

b.g. material changes to Auckland Transport’s Tier 1 policies, being those policies which provide direction on strategic areas or areas of significant risk. 

2. The responsibilities, duties, functions and powers delegated to the Chief Executive by this delegation are limited to those not otherwise specifically delegated by the Board to any other person, committee or to Auckland Council.  

3. The Board may exercise any function or power delegated by this delegation.  

4. The Board may revoke, alter or vary this delegation at any time.  

5. Deeds are required to be executed by at least two members of the Board. 

6. Subject to the conditions, limitations and prohibitions that are imposed in this delegation, the Chief Executive:  

a. has the power to sub-delegate any of the responsibilities, duties, functions and powers delegated to the Chief Executive under this delegation to an Auckland Transport committee or employee, except the power to 

delegate; and   

b. may include conditions, limitations or prohibitions in any instrument of sub-delegation.  

7. Any delegations made by the Chief Executive must be consistent with the Delegations Policy approved by the Board.  
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THIS DELEGATION TAKES EFFECT on the date it is resolved to be made by the Board and continues in effect until it is revoked by resolution of the Board.  

All previous delegations of the functions and powers contained in this delegation made by the Board are revoked on and from the date this delegation takes effect. For the avoidance of doubt, this delegation revokes the Auckland 

Transport Delegation Instrument ATDI 20212022/01: Board Delegation to the Chief Executive made on 30 June 20211 December 2022.  

 

 

Signed:    Date:   

 

       

  Auckland Transport Board Chair     

  

  

  

SCHEDULE 1: Financial limits delegated to the Chief Executive  

Projects  

1. The Chief Executive may only approve a project (whether capital and/or operating expenditure project) to proceed past the feasibility stage where the estimated cost of the project is $20 50 million or less, unless otherwise 

approved by the Board.  

2. Board approval is required before any project with an estimated cost of more than $20 50 million may proceed past the feasibility stage.  

3. The Chief Executive may approve expenditure up to $35 million or less to complete the feasibility stage. Long lead items are not considered part of the feasibility stage.  

4. The Chief Executive may approve expenditure up to $3 5 million or less for unbudgeted emergency works, including emergency reinstatement, or, to address an immediate and serious Health and Safety issue. Exercise of this 

authority requires Board notification at the earliest available opportunity.  

5. Board approved projects must be re-approved where project costs are expected to exceed the approved cost by 10% or $3 5 million, whichever is lower, subject to the board approved temporary delegation noted below. The 

approved budget must not be exceeded prior to re-approval.  

Temporary delegation: 

Additional temporary special delegated financial authority (DFA) to the Chief Executive of up to 5% or $6 million to reapprove board approved capital projects for cost increases related to the current inflationary market and supply chain 
issues. Noting:  

a. This would be over and above the current delegated authority level, bringing the total delegated financial authority threshold for reapproval up to 15% or $9 million, whichever is lower.  

b. The special DFA would be for the limited time period of 1 July 2022 to 30 June 2023, capped at $40 million and only be for capital projects in the design and implementation stages. This delegation would be managed within AT’s 
$857 million capital budget. 

 

  

Single financial transactions  

6. The Chief Executive may approve financial transactions and expenditure (relating to goods, services, real estate, transport infrastructure, assets, gifts, grants, guarantees and indemnities) up to $20 50 million for any single 

transaction.  

7. The power delegated in clause 6 is conditional upon:  

a. expenditure being budgeted for within an approved Annual Plan or Regional Land Transport Plan;  

b. capital projects being approved in accordance with clauses 1 to 5 of this schedule  

c. compliance with any applicable Auckland Transport policy or procedure in relation to each transaction;  

8. The power delegated in clause 6 includes power to terminate or vary expenditure under any single transaction so long as the new total does not exceed $20 50 million.  
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9. Board approval is required for any single transaction over $20 50 million.    

  

Contracts  

10. Board approval is required for any contracts or contract extensions that commit Auckland Transport to expenditure beyond a 5-year total contract term (including rights of renewal) and have a total contract value of $20 50 

million or more.  

11. Only the Chief Executive may approve a contract or contract extension that commits Auckland Transport to financial expenditure over a term where the total contract term is over 5 years and less than $20 50 million.  Any 

contract extension beyond 5 years will require clear rationale as to why it hasn’t been taken to market and will require sign off from relevant ELT Director or Chief Financial Officer EGM and EGM Finance. Whenever the Chief 

Executive exercises this delegation, the Chief Executive shall report to the Board providing contract details and reason for extension.  

12. The Chief Executive may approve contract variations for Public Transport contracts providing the current year contract value is included in the current Long-Term Plan and the Annual Plan.    
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PARTS D-F REMOVED – REFER TO DILIGENT BOARDS RESOURCE CENTRE FOR FULL DELEGATIONS REGISTER 
 

 

 

Part G: Delegations between Auckland Transport and Auckland Council   
 

  

AUCKLAND TRANSPORT BOARD DELEGATION TO AUCKLAND COUNCIL IN RELATION TO STREET TRADING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES IN 

PUBLIC PLACES   

 

https://director.diligentboards.com/s/ATNZ/d/o9gW/p/1?rc=null
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AUCKLAND COUNCIL DELEGATION TO AUCKLAND TRANSPORT IN RELATION TO PARKING OF VEHICLES OFF A ROADWAY  
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AUCKLAND COUNCIL DELEGATION TO AUCKLAND TRANSPORT IN RELATION TO THE PUBLIC WORKS ACT 1981  
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AUCKLAND COUNCIL DELEGATION TO AUCKLAND TRANSPORT GENERAL COUNSEL IN RELATION TO NOTICE TO ACQUIRE LAND  
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AUCKLAND COUNCIL DELEGATIONS TO AUCKLAND TRANSPORT IN RELATION TO MARITIME FUNCTIONS (HARBOURMASTER)  
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AUCKLAND COUNCIL DELEGATION TO AUCKLAND TRANSPORT IN RELATION TO OFF-STREET PARKING   
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Part H: Other Delegations  
 

DELEGATIONS IN RELATION TO AUCKLAND JOINT MODELLING CENTRE (JMAC) (commonly referred to as Auckland Forecasting Centre 

(AFC)) 

  

  

  

  


